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ABSTRACT: Folding apparatus for rotary printing presses, for 
producing cross-folded copies, includes a rotating folding 
drum, pairs of folding rolls mounted rotatably in the drum and 
revolved around the drum axis, and short guiding tongues 
receiving the folded copies from the folding rolls. The drum 
has an open end, and a stationarily mounted cantilever arm 
extends through the open end to receive the folded copies 
from the tongues and discharge the copies through the open 
end of the drum. This cantilever arm may be provided with an 
endless conveyor. 
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1. 
FOLDING APPARATUS FOR ROTOR REPRNTENG 

PRESSES 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Flap folding machines and wheel folding machines, for 
cross-folding newspapers and magazines, are known. Some 
flap folding machines are equipped with stationary folding 
knives, some with controlled folding knives and some with 
rotating folding knives. They are built with different cylinder 
arrangements for fixed and variable formats. 

Wheel-folding machines are likewise built according to dif 
ferent designs, planetary gearing and other epicyclic gear 
systems being generally used for driving the rotating folding 
knives. The folding rolls are stationarily positioned and rotate 
in opposite angular directions about their own axes, 
The fact that the folding rolls are stationarily positioned has 

the disadvantage that the leading part of the copy to be folded 
must be decelerated from the full paper velocity, and then be 
accelerated again in the reverse direction to the full paper 
velocity. The reversely directed accelerations lead to un 
desired tears at the bottom of the copy, at high press speeds. 

In the production of cross-folded newspapers, it is further 
known to use a rotating drum as a carrier of a number of fold 
ing rolls rotating about their own axes and revolving about the 
drum axis. Long deflecting tongues are arranged in the range 
of the pairs of folding rolls, and a stationary arm is provided 
outside the drum. However, this arrangement has several dis 
advantages. 

Since the copies are guided, after folding, through the drum 
along guiding tongues, for distribution by means of additional 
ejector rolls, the driving mechanism is rather complicated. To 
this end, the copy itself must have, due to its own initial 
velocity, sufficient kinetic energy to slide along the long guid 
ing tongues and up to the ejector rolls. Along these guiding 
tongues, there are very high contact pressures between the 
copy and the tongues, due to the rotary movement of the fold 
ing cylinders. These contact forces prevent correct sliding and 
ejection by the folding rolls. It is nearly impossible to handle 
thin copy. 

In addition, no collective production is possible with this 
known drum, as otherwise the ejected copies would collide 
with the collective copies on the cylinder. Separate collecting 
cylinders thus are necessary, and this is always a disadvantage 
because there are problems in cutting, due to the so-called "- 
spaghettis" (very narrow paper wastes). 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

. This invention relates to folding apparatus for rotary print 
ing presses, for the production of cross-folded newspapers and 
magazines, and, more particularly, to a novel and improved 
folding apparatus for this purpose. 

In accordance with the present invention, the disadvantages 
of known folding machines are obviated by providing a rotat 
ing folding drum having an open end and a stationarily 
mounted cantilever arm extending through the open end into 
the drum to receive folded copy from tongues arranged in the 
range of pairs of folding rollers mounted rotatably in the drum 
and revolved around the drum axis. The folding arm 
discharges or distributes the copies laterally from the folding 
apparatus, through the open end of the drum. In accordance 
with the invention, the guiding tongues are very short in length 
and are curved to extend in a trailing direction with respect to 
the direction of rotation of the folding drum. The stationarily 
mounted cantilever arm may have an endless conveyor 
thereon. 
An object of the invention is to provide an improved folding 

apparatus for rotary printing presses, for producing cross 
folded newspapers and magazines. 
Another object of the invention is to provide such a folding 

apparatus which includes a rotating folding drum and a sta 
tionarily mounted cantilever arm extending through an open 
end of the drum into the drum to receive the folded copies. 
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A further object of the invention is to provide such an ap 

paratus including pairs of folding rolls mounted rotatably in 
the drum and revolved around the drum axis, and short guid 
ing tongues within the range of the pairs of folding rolls to 
receive the folded copies and to guide these copies to the can 
tilever arm. 

For an understanding of the principles of the invention, 
reference is made to the following description of a typical em 
bodiment thereofas illustrated in the accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a somewhat schematic and elevation view of fold 

ing apparatus embodying the invention; and 
FIG. 2 is a partial sectional view of the folding apparatus, 

taken along the line I-I of FIG, 1. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

In the apparatus illustrated in the drawings, paper strips 1 
run, in a known manner, over a folding horn 2 and between 
rolls 3 from which they are fed, by means of a pair of feed rolls 
4, to a cutting device 5. After cutting, the sheets 6 are fed 
between belts (not shown), and with variable apparatus, 
between accelerators to the drum 7. Guiding of sheets 6 on the 
periphery of drum 7 can be effected by belts, grippers, or 
point spurs, by means of which the sheets 6 are moved into the 
operating range of a folding knife cylinder 8. 

In the drum 7, there is arranged an odd number of pairs of 
foiding rolls 9 mounted rotatably in the drum and revolving 
about the drum axis. Short and curved deflecting tongues 10 
are arranged in drum 7 in the range of the pairs of folding rolls 
9, and curve in the trailing direction relative to the direction of 
rotation of drum 7. At least one stationarily mounted cantil 
ever arm extends through an open end of drum 7 into the in 
terior of the drum to receive folded copies from the deflecting 
or guiding tongues 10. 

Folding knives 12 and 13 are secured on folding knife 
cylinder 8, and are cooperable with the revolving pairs of fold 
ing rolls 9 in a manner such as to push the sheets 6 between 
the folding rolls 9 of each pair. Folding rolls 9 guide the folded 
sheets 6 between the short deflecting tongues 10. Due to the 
fact that the deflection by the tongues 10 is in the reverse 
direction relative to the direction of rotation of drum 7, the 
absolute velocity of the folded sheets remains very low. This 
permits direct distribution of the folded copies on the cantil 
ever arm 11 extending into the drum 7. 
The apparatus of the invention has the effect that the kine 

matic folding conditions are improved, since no deceleration 
of the sheets during the folding is necessary. 
As shown in FIG. 2, an endless conveyor may be provided 

on the stationarily mounted cantilever arm 1 1. 
I claim: 
1. In folding apparatus for rotary printing presses, for the 

production of cross-folded newspapers and magazines, of the 
type including a rotating folding drum, pairs of folding rolls 
mounted rotatably in the drum and revolved around the drum 
axis, and guiding tongues within the range of the pairs of fold 
ing rolls to receive the folded copies; the improvement com 
prising, in combination, a rotatable folding knife cylinder ad 
jacent said drum and carrying folding knife means operable to 
push copies between said folding rolls for folding; said rotating 
drum having an open end; and a stationarily mounted cantil 
ever arm means extending through said open end into said 
drum to receive the folded copies from said tongues and 
discharge the folded copies through said open end of said 
drum. 

2. In folding apparatus for rotary printing presses, the im 
provement claimed in claim 1, in which said guiding tongues 
comprise relatively short curved guiding tongues extending in 
a trailing direction with respect to the direction of rotation of 
said drum. 
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3. In folding apparatus for rotary printing presses, the im 
provement claimed in claim 1, in which said stationarily 
mounted cantilever arm means comprises a stationarily 
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mounted cantilever arm and an endless conveyor supported 
by said arm. 
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